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Sarens Saves Christmas!

On the night before Christmas, a great disgrace has fallen upon Mother Christmas’s
reindeer. Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, Blitzen, and
Rudolph have fallen ill! Mother Christmas is wondering what to do.

Find out how Sarens helped Mother Christmas deliver the gifts to the children, on
time for Christmas.

Happy Holidays!

Sarens Wins the BLCC Golden Bridge Award for “Carbon
Reduction”

The Golden Bridge Awards are presented annually to the most successful Belgian
and Luxembourg companies exporting to or trading in the UK. Sarens, the global
leader in crane rental services and heavy lifting, has been awarded the Golden
Bridge Award for Carbon Reduction 2023. Sarens received the award for
our commitment to sustainable practices and innovative solutions. Sarens always
stands at the forefront of the renewable energy sector, providing intelligent solutions
to heavy lifting challenges.

Read full story

Sarens Moves Historic WWI Monument in Precise and
Painstaking Operation in Toulouse, France

Toulouse is home to significant monuments and statues, among them the Monument
of the Combatants of Haute-Garron, a large memorial commemorating all those who
fought in the two world wars. But with the construction of a new metro station below,
Sarens’ client, Bouygues Travaux Publics, needed to carefully move the historic
monument to a new temporary location until the metro’s completion in 2028. So,
Sarens was called in to conduct an extremely precise, slow, and methodical pickup
and transport operation via SPMTs. 

Read full story

How Sarens, Allseas & Aker BP Turned a 6.800T Challenge
Into a Triumph

Early in 2022, Sarens equipment stood at the ready, awaiting a massive topside that
would be loaded in at the Aker Solutions decommissioning yard in Stord, Norway. But
when the topside turned out to be heavier than expected, Sarens and clients Allseas
and Aker BP had to think fast and work together to make the load-in a success.

Read full story

Sarens Technical Solutions Behind Expert Bridge Installation
in Nantes, France

Sarens Technical Solutions & Engineering is known for taking on any client challenge
and delivering masterful results–especially with bridge installations, which are often
complex yet time-sensitive operations. Such was the case at one of Sarens’ most
recent bridge installation projects, conducted on behalf of customer Bouygues
Travaux Publics Régions France and owner VINCI Autoroutes, along the A11
highway in Nantes, France. The Sarens team came together in June of 2023 to
successfully jack, transport, and install a 740-tonne, 110-metre long bridge along the
A11 at the Portes de Gesvres interchange.

Read full story

See Our
Cranes for Sale!
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Watch the video here!
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